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Abstract

the quality of DSR systems. First, data augmentation techniques such as room acoustics simulation [8] are extremely useful. Next, dereverberation and denoising methods based on signal processing (e.g. WPE [9]) and deep learning (e.g. denoising
wavenet [10], approaches based on generative adversarial networks (GAN) [11]) can reduce the interference effects and clean
the acoustic signal from external distortion sources. Auditory
model based features such as Gabor filterbanks [12] and gammatone filterbanks [13] are often used in DSR because of their
robustness to difficult acoustic environments. Acoustic distortion compensation such as Vector Taylor Series [14] can be used
to improve the ASR system quality. Beamforming approaches
should also be mentioned, however, they do not make sense in
the VOiCES challenge, as the data are single-channel.

This paper is a description of the Speech Technology Center (STC) automatic speech recognition (ASR) system for the
”VOiCES from a Distance Challenge 2019”. We participated
in the Fixed condition of the ASR task, which means that the
only training data available was an 80-hour subset of the LibriSpeech corpus. The main difficulty of the challenge is a
mismatch between clean training data and distant noisy development/evaluation data. In order to tackle this, we applied
room acoustics simulation and weighted prediction error (WPE)
dereverberation. We also utilized well-known speaker adaptation using x-vector speaker embeddings, as well as novel room
acoustics adaptation with R-vector room impulse response
(RIR) embeddings. The system used a lattice-level combination of 6 acoustic models based on different pronunciation dictionaries and input features. N-best hypotheses were rescored
with 3 neural network language models (NNLMs) trained on
both words and sub-word units. NNLMs were also explored for
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words handling by means of artificial
texts generation. The final system achieved Word Error Rate
(WER) of 14.7% on the evaluation data, which is the best result
in the challenge.
Index Terms: VOiCES19 Challenge, distant ASR, room simulation, speaker and room acoustics adaptation, R-vectors

This paper provides a description of the STC ASR system
for the Fixed condition of the VOiCES challenge. Figure 1
shows a scheme of the system. First, Kaldi cleanup procedure [15] was applied to the training data. Then, in order to
generate large-scale simulated data, we applied room acoustics simulation in a way similar to one described in [8]. After that, recordings were dereverberated using the WPE algorithm [9]. The resulting enhanced data were used to obtain
x-vector speaker embeddings [16, 17], R-vector RIR embeddings [18], and three types of features: 80-dimensional log
Mel filterbank features computed by Kaldi [19] (fbank) and Librosa [20] (libfb), and gammatone filterbank [13] features of
size 64 (gtf). Per-utterance normalized features, along with their
deltas and delta-deltas, were combined with x- and R-vector
embeddings. The resulting feature maps were used as inputs
of LF-MMI [21] acoustic model based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [22] followed by Factorized Time-Delay
Neural Network (TDNN-F) [23]. Additional step of state-level
Minimum Bayes Risk (sMBR) [24] training was performed.
Lattice-level combination of 6 systems based on 4 pronunciation dictionaries was applied. Finally, we performed 1000-best
list rescoring using a combination of 3 NNLMs operating on
words, Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) sub-words [25] and Morfessor sub-words [26] respectively. We also submitted a single
system without NNLM rescoring, which uses 530k vocabulary
language model (LM) built on artificially generated texts.

1. Introduction
Distant Speech Recognition (DSR) is a highly important problem for a wide range of real-world applications, and at the same
time, it is still far from being solved. A large number of initiatives aimed at studying the problem of DSR [1–4] has been
organized in the last few years.
The VOiCES from a distance challenge 2019 is focused on
benchmarking and further improving state-of-the-art technologies in the area of speaker recognition and ASR for far-field
speech. For the ASR task, the organizers provided an 80h subset of the original LibriSpeech [5] corpus for models training.
Development and evaluation data used during the challenge are
parts of the recently released Voices Obscured in Complex Environmental Settings (VOiCES) corpus [6]. A detailed description of the provided data can be found in [6, 7]. It should be
noted that the training data were recorded on a close microphone in quiet conditions, while the VOiCES corpus consists
of utterances recorded on distant microphones in noisy environments. Thus, the mismatch between the training and testing
conditions is the main challenge.
There are numerous approaches developed for improving
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes a system chosen as a baseline. Data preparation is
covered in Section 3. Section 4 presents acoustic modeling, including adaptation to the speaker and room acoustics. Section 5
describes advanced language models as well as OOV handling.
Results of our submission are presented in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses the results.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the proposed system

2. Baseline system

in time-2 [29] and frequency-domain3 [30]. For both setups, the
number of reflections was limited to 8. The parameters of simulated environments (SNR, T60, distance from the target source
to the microphone, etc.) were similar to those used in [8].
Along with the RIR simulation, the original data were modified by adding various noises. The noise set was a combination
of MUSAN [31] (music part only), noises from the AURORA
2 corpus [32], QUT-NOISE [33] and about 20h of television
noise selected similarly to [6]. The number of added noises per
utterance varied from 0 to 3. The original training data were
augmented 24 times, resulting in about 1894 hours of simulated
training data. Note that on each augmentation step we selected
randomly 10% of utterances that were not augmented.
Time- and frequency-domain room simulation approaches
were compared on 8-fold simulated training data (one-third of
the full amount). As shown in Table 2, the frequency-domain
room acoustics simulation performed better in terms of WER,
so we used this approach in further experiments.

The 80h training set was used to build the baseline system. We
followed a slightly modified Kaldi [19] LibriSpeech recipe (s5)
which involves flat-start acoustic models training. Baseline language model (LM) was a 3-gram LM with a 30k vocabulary.
Phoneme transcriptions were taken from the CMUdict version
0.7b1 . GMM-HMM model tri4 was used for the cleanup procedure [15] and for building a lexicon with pronunciation probabilities [27]. After that, GMM-HMM model tri4b cleaned was
trained, and the alignment from this model was used for further
acoustic models training. For neural network acoustic models
training, we removed speed perturbation step of the recipe. Ivector extractor was trained using standard Kaldi procedure. Final acoustic model for our baseline system was Factorized Time
Delay Neural Network (TDNN-F) [23] trained with LF-MMI
criterion [21] on cleaned data and fbank features with i-vectors.
Performance of the baseline system is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Performance of the baseline on the development set
Acoustic model

WER(%)

tri4b (no pron. prob.)
tri4b
tri4b cleaned
TDNN-F LF-MMI

80.00
77.77
76.02
68.78

Table 2: WER(%) on the development set with time- and
frequency-domain room simulation
Baseline

Time-domain

Frequency-domain

68.78

24.56

23.04

We also applied the open-source implementation4 [34] of
the WPE [9] algorithm to reduce reverberation effects. As can
be seen from Table 3, WPE dereverberation significantly reduces WER on the development set. WPE applied to simulated
training audio resulted in an additional WER reduction. Therefore, for building final acoustic models we applied WPE to both

3. Data augmentation and dereverberation
In order to reduce the mismatch between the training and development audio, as well as to increase the amount of training
data, we investigated room acoustics simulation data augmentation [8]. The image method [28] was used for RIRs generation

2 https://github.com/ehabets/RIR-Generator
3 https://github.com/sunits/rir_simulator_
python
4 https://github.com/fgnt/nara_wpe

1 http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
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development and simulated training data.

• CNN-TDNN-F: 7-layer CNN followed by 9-layer
TDNN-F.

As x-vectors training and extracting procedure requires
Speech Activity Detector (SAD), we used ASR-derived perframe SAD marks. For the training data, senone forced alignment obtained on the original clean data was used. For development and evaluation data, we converted ASR results to SAD
marks using Kaldi lattice-best-path tool. It should be noted that
the ASR system applied for obtaining SAD marks was built
without the use of any external speech data.
X-vectors and R-vectors, in general, do not contain spatially contiguous patterns, therefore they can not be applied directly in CNN acoustic models. In order to overcome this, we
transformed embedding input into 5 additional feature maps using an affine layer. Results with speaker and room acoustics
adaptation, as well as their combination, are given in Table 5
(full 24-fold simulated training data, WPE for both training and
development data is applied). It can be seen that room acoustics adaptation provided a more significant improvement than
speaker adaptation. Moreover, these approaches are complementary.

• TDNN-LSTMP: a mix of 10 TDNN-F layers and 3 Long
Short-Term Memory layers with projections (LSTMP).

Table 5: Acoustic model speaker and room acoustics adaptation
results on the development set

Table 3: Comparison of WPE applied to training and development data in terms of WER(%)

train original
train WPE

dev original

dev WPE

23.04
23.55

22.26
21.80

4. Acoustic modeling
4.1. Acoustic model architectures
In addition to the baseline 15-layer TDNN-F acoustic model,
we investigated the following architectures:

• BLSTMP-F: 3-layer bidirectional LSTMP followed by a
linear layer with self-orthogonal constraint.
Experiments with AM architectures were performed with 8-fold
room simulation augmented training data. WPE dereverberation was not applied in these experiments.

Adaptation

WER(%)

no
x-vector
R-vector
x-vector + R-vector

19.40
17.54
16.99
16.47

Table 4: Comparison of acoustic model architectures
Acoustic model

WER(%)

TDNN-F
CNN-TDNN-F
TDNN-LSTMP
BLSTMP-F

23.04
20.53
25.20
27.42

4.3. Final acoustic models
Final acoustic models were trained on WPE-processed 24-fold
simulated data with some minor improvements in the training
procedure. Specifically, 3 sets of input features (fbank, libfb and
gtf) were used; first and second order derivatives were added
as additional feature maps (provided WER improvement up to
0.5%); backstitch training [37] with scale 0.15 was applied for
each minibatch (WER improvement about 0.3%); most of the
models were fine-tuned using sMBR sequence-discriminative
criterion [24] (WER reduction up to 0.4%). In addition to
the baseline CMU dictionary, we also utilized MSU5 , TEDLIUM [38], and our proprietary (STC) English dictionaries. As
shown in Table 6, different models perform close, and latticelevel combination reduces WER significantly.

Table 4 shows that CNN-TDNN-F architecture significantly
outperforms the others, so we chose it for all further experiments.
4.2. Acoustic model adaptation using speaker embeddings
and RIR embeddings
Acoustic model speaker adaptation using speaker embeddings,
e.g. i-vectors, is a widely used technique [35]. Our CHiME5
experience [36] revealed that speaker adaptation is extremely
useful not only for telephone and microphone speech recognition tasks but for distant ASR as well. Based on this experience, we decided to apply modern x-vectors speaker embeddings [16, 17] instead of i-vectors for speaker adaptation. The
extractor of 512-dimensional x-vectors was trained on a full
WPE-processed 24-fold simulated data (1894h) using slightly
modified Kaldi recipe described in [16].
On the other hand, we supposed that room acoustics adaptation could be even more helpful than speaker adaptation
in distant ASR. Following this idea, we exploited the Kaldi
x-vectors framework for building RIR classifier and extracting 512-dimensional RIR embeddings called R-vectors. More
specifically, 30k RIRs were classified using 8 simulated utterances as examples for each class. Details on room acoustics
adaptation can be found in a companion paper [18] which is
focused on a deep investigation of the proposed method.

Table 6: Final AMs and results on the development set
#

Dictionary

Features

Loss

WER(%)

1

CMU

fbank

sMBR

15.31

2

CMU

libfb

sMBR

15.36

3

CMU

gtf

sMBR

15.62

4

MSU

fbank

LFMMI

15.64

5

STC

fbank

sMBR

15.44

6

TED

fbank

sMBR

15.53

combination 1+2+3+4+5+6

14.25

5 https://www.isip.piconepress.com/projects/
switchboard/releases/sw-ms98-dict.text
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5. Advanced language modeling

3133 OOV hits out of 5657 (55.38%) on the development set
and resulted in WER reduction from 15.31% to 14.19% for system #1 from Table 6. Unfortunately, due to time limitations and
a large amount of required computations, this approach was included only to our single-system submission without NNLM
rescoring.

5.1. Neural network based language models
In order to improve the 1-best recognition hypotheses, we explored 3 types of NNLMs. Along with recurrent neural network language model (RNN-LM) integrated with the Kaldi
toolkit [39], we also investigated Transformer-XL [40] and
FRequency AGnostic word Embedding (FRAGE) with ASGD
Weight-Dropped (AWD) Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
Mixture of Softmaxes (MoS) [41], which are the current stateof-the-art for large and medium size vocabulary language modeling tasks respectively. Initial RNN-LM, Transformer-XL, and
FRAGE with AWD-LSTM-MoS were trained on word-level
training set transcriptions. However, only 4 MB of training texts
were available, so we assumed that the data sparsity problem
can impact NNLMs training. In order to overcome this, two
sets of sub-word units (7663 sub-word units generated by Morfessor6 [26] and 9135 BPE sub-word units [25]) were used for
training additional Transformer-XL LMs.

6. Final submission and results
Table 8 presents our 2 submissions and their results on the development and evaluation data. The first one is an extended
530k vocabulary single system without NNLM rescoring. The
second one is a lattice-level combination of 6 systems with the
original 30k vocabulary, followed by 1000-best rescoring with
a combination of 3 NNLMs. It should be noted that the small
difference between these numbers and ones presented in Section 5 is due to the scoring procedure (here, the official GLM
file is used in order to normalize between different orthographical conventions).
Table 8: Final submission details

Table 7: Rescoring results for different language models on the
development set
#

Language model

WER(%)

0
1
2
3
4
5

n-gram
Kaldi RNN-LM (words)
Transformer-XL (words)
Transformer-XL (Morfessor sub-words)
Transformer-XL (BPE sub-words)
FRAGE (words)

15.31
14.03
13.30
13.63
13.43
13.32

combination 3+4+5

12.86

System

Vocab

NNLM

WER dev

WER eval

single
combination

530k
30k

no
yes

14.0
12.4

17.8
14.7

7. Conclusion and discussion
We described the STC ASR team contribution to the VOiCES
challenge. The mismatch between training and testing conditions was overcome by the room acoustics simulation. The
proposed R-vectors based room acoustics adaptation approach
turned to be very useful and, moreover, to be complementary
with x-vectors based speaker adaptation.
A lot of speech enhancement approaches (GAN for dereverberation [11], wavenet for denoising [10], enhancer based
on ideal ratio masks (IRM)9 ) were investigated, but only the
WPE algorithm was applied in the final submissions. The enhancers mentioned above provided some improvement for models trained on clean training data, however, they increased WER
for models trained on a large-scale simulated data. The joint
training of the IRM enhancer and acoustic model on a simulated
data gave about 2% absolute WER reduction, but this improvement vanished after applying x-vectors and R-vectors. That is
why this approach was not included in the final system.
Speech synthesis based data augmentation was explored but
without any improvement. We think that speech synthesis models were not good enough because of a too small amount of
training data. We also expected that the end-to-end systems
would be helpful in OOV words handling, but the lack of data
led to the poor performance of such models.

RNN-LM was applied to rescore lattices [42], while
the other NNLMs rescored 1000-best recognition hypotheses. Rescoring results for system #1 from Table 6 with different NNLMs are presented in Table 7. It can be seen
that Transformer-XL LMs and FRAGE with AWD-LSTM-MoS
LM demonstrated the best results in terms of WER. Wordlevel Transformer-XL and FRAGE with AWD-LSTM-MoS performed almost equally. We included the last one to the combination because its architecture significantly differs from the
Transformer-XL based sub-word NNLMs.
5.2. OOV handling
It is well known that high OOV rate causes ASR system performance degradation. Regarding the baseline 30k vocabulary,
development set contained 2255 unique OOV words (5657 hits,
which is 3% of the total number). In order to handle this, we
explored the augmentation of LM training data using artificially
generated texts [43]. Several text generators based on characterlevel NNLMs were trained on the whole amount of training set
transcriptions, namely char-rnn7 [44], Textgenrnn8 (original and
reversed versions), and TrellisNet [45]. The total amount of artificially generated texts was about 464MB, containing more than
3 million new unique words. We trained n-gram LM on these
texts and interpolated it with the baseline LM. The vocabulary
of the final LM was limited to 500k most frequent generated
words, along with 30k original words. This allowed to cover
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